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Genres: Rock, Music, Arena Rock, Prog-Rock/Art Rock Released: Jan 23, 1977 ℗ Digital Remaster 2011 Copyrights in this audio recording are owned by Pink Floyd Music Ltd/Pink Floyd (1987) Ltd. under sole license to EMI Records Ltd. The animals, released on January 23, 1977, with three main songs, all more than 10 minutes long, Roger Waters says that each song is equal
to humans, comparing each of the three species: dogs, pigs (Pigs) or sheep (sheep). The dogs are used to representing megalomanias, who are eventually dragged behind by the stone they threw. Pigs represent corrupt politicians and morals (with direct reference to Margaret Thatcher and Mary Whitehouse). Those who do not fall into these two categories are sheep who blindly
follow the leader without their own thought. Three central compositions are limited by a pair of love songs that Waters wrote for his wife at the time, Carolyne: Pigs on the Wing Parts 1 and 2 - A Demo version of this song that, in my opinion, and much better, due to the two parts, is connected by a wonderful guitar solo. The message of these two songs is that, as long as two
people love each other, they can protect themselves from the very world mentioned in the three songs in the middle. In bootleg dogs versions as and known today he had his title as You Gotta Be Crazy and Sheep titled Raving and drooling. But for me Pigs (Three Different Ones) and the best song on the album with great solo performances. 03. Pigs (three different) Download -
39 mb - Sky Driver: MEGA.CO [ALBUM DATA] Name: Animals (Japan Edition)Banda/Cantor(a): Pink Floyd Genre: Progressive Rock, Art RockAno Release: 1977Size: 96 Mb / Rar / 320KbpsServer: Mega / Mediafire»TrackList: 1st pigs on wing 12. Psi3. Pigs (three different)4. Sheep5. Pigs on wing 2   TRANSFER OPTION 1 TRANSFER OPTION 2 You want more? Advanced
details, examples and help! 2020 albumsdepot © Genre: Progressive rock Published: 23 January 1977 Quality: iTunes Plus AAC M4A Code: Harvest | Ccolumbia 01 Pigs on the Wing, Pt. 1 01:25 02 Dogs 17:05 03 Pigs (three different) 11:25 04 Sheep 10:19 05 Pigs on the Wing, Pt. 2 01:26 Doubts? Read the tutorial How to Download Release Date: 1977 Downloads This Week:
139 Artists: Pink Floyd Genres: International Rock, Progressive Rock Tracks: Show file content ¡ 1977 - Animals|_ 01 - Pigs on the Wing (Part One).mp3 |_ 02 - Dogs.mp3 |_ 03 - Pigs (Pigs(Pigs)() Three Different Ones ).mp3 |_ 04 - Sheep.mp3 |_ 05 - Pigs on the wing (part two).mp3 |_ Back.jpg |_ CD.jpg |_ Front.jpg
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